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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the INSIDE system that rapidly searches
the design space for extensible processors, given area and performance constraints of an embedded application, while minimizing the design turn-around-time. Our system consists Of
a ) a methodology to determine which code segments are most
suited for implementation a5 a set of extensible instructions,
b) a heuristic algorithm to select pre-configured extensible
processors as well as extensible instructions (library), and c)
an estimation tool which rapidly estimates the performance of
an application on a generated extensible processor. By selecting the right combination of a processor core plus extensible
instructions, we achieve a performance increase on average of
2 . 0 3 ~(up to 7x) compared to the base processor core at a
minimum hardware overhead of 25% on average.

1. INTRODUCTION
Extensible processors are becoming increasingly popular
with embedded system designers who use such processors
to meet competing design challenges such as high performance, chip area constraints, high flexibility and short design
turn-around-time. An extensible processor combines the prcgrammability of a general-purpose processor (GPP) and the
customizahility of an application specific integrated circuit
(ASIC). Extensible processors allow the designer to i m p k
ment custom-designed specific instructions on top of a base
instruction set. In addition, prefabricated coprocessors and
functional units (such as DSP) can be attached to extensible processors in order to further enhance performance. In
brief, extensible processors allow the simultaneous tuning of
hardware configurations and enriching of the instruction set
architecture.
n n i n g the hardware configurations consists of selecting
suitable components such as DSP coprocessors, floating-point
units, multipliers, the memory/cache architecture, register file
size, etc. Enriching the instruction set architecture refers to
designing specific customized (extensible) instructions for an
application program. After confignrable hardware and extensible customized instructions are specified, the extensible
processor can be generated.
Although there are a wide range of commercial design suites
[I, 2, 4, 5 , 6, 71 for extensible processors, a number of probl e m remain unsolved. These are: i) the identification of a
set of suitable extensible instructions given design constraints
and an embedded application; ii) the automatic generation
of extensible instructions; iii) the automated selection of preconfigured processor cores that can afterwards be extended
by extensible instructions; and iv) rapidly (beyond the speed
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of ISS) estimating the performance of the application on the
newly created processor (an instruction set simulator takes
a long time). To date, the identification of code segments
and the creation of extensible instructions are solely based on
the designers experience and are a time consuming process.
Similarly, selecting coprocessors and specific instructions and
integrating them into a n extensible processor are known to be
NP-hard problem j12). In order to further shorten the design turn-around-time of an extensible processors, heuristics
are needed.
We present the INSIDE system which is a design system
consisting o f a methodology for identifying a set of extensible
instructions, a heuristic algorithm (this algorithm contains
two parts, Part I & 11, one to select the processor and the
other to select the instructions) for generating extensible processors, and a performance estimator to'estimate the application performance on a newly configured extensible processor.
Without limitation of generality,,the work presented within
this paper used the Xtensa extensibye processor from Tenslica 17) as the target platform for development and evaluation
of the INSIDE system. The work carried out and the design
flow developed could have been conducted with any other extensible processor platform with the same capabilities (canfigurability and instruction set extension).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes motivations behind our work while Section 3 presents
the basic idea and contribution. Section 4 describes the r e
lated work. Our INSIDE system for generating extensible
processor is introduced in Section 5. Experiments and results
are discussed in Section 6 while Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. MOTIVATION
The arrival of extensible processors has allowed the embedded system designers t o customize their systems to a greater
extent. There is sufficient evidence to show that for a given
application, it is possible to achieve better performance with a
smaller footprint using a n extensible processor (as opposed to
a n off-the-shelf embedded processor) [S, 13, 14, 16, 201. The
design space of an extensible processor may comprise many
thousand configurations. Therefore, design turn-around-time
of an extensible processor can be in the order of months and
even then all possible configurations are often not searched
through. Thus, it is important to reduce the design turnaround-time of an extensible processor in an environment
where time to market of embedded products is crucial. The
motivation of this work is to shorten the design turn-aroundtime of extensible processors.
To reduce the time design turn-around-time we have identified a number of open problem. The first problem is to
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1 static int imult(int a n , int s m ) (
2
short anmag, anexp. nnmant, wanexp, wanmaat, retval;
3
anmug = (%*I > 0 ) ? an : ((-an) & OxlFFFF);
aiiexp = quan(anmag, power2, 15) - 6 ;
4
arimant = (anmag == 0 ) 7 32 :
5
(anexp >= 0 ) ? anmag >> anexp :
anmag << -anexp;
wan ex^ = anexp t ((mi>> 8) & OxF) - 13;
6
7
waiirrrant = (aomant Y ( s m & 077)
0x30) >> 4;
Ox7FFF)
retval = (wunexp >= 0 ) 7 ((wanman << wanexp)
8
(wanmnnt >> -wanexp);
9
return (((an A s m ) < 0 ) ? -retval : retval);

3. RELATED WORK

Extensible processors have become commercially available
within the last 3-5 years. Many shortcomings of the commercial approaches are addressed by researchers in order to
enhance the usability and acceptance of these tool suites.
In [9, 20, 241 tool suites have been proposed that take a
+
specification written in an architectural description language
and generates retargetable compilers, instruction set simulators (ISS) of the target architecture, and synthesizable HDL
models of the target processor. The generated tools allow
10 i
valid assembly code generation and performance estimation
F i g u r e 1: Motivational e x a m p l e
for each specified architecture.
Since designing an application-specific processor for an emidentify the right code segment to be implemented as an exbedded system this way can still be very time intensive, sevtensible instruction. For example, in Fig. 1, each line within eral methodologies were proposed to shorten the design time
the function (from lines 3-9), can be implemented as one or
by predicting the parameters of the processor close to the
more instructions. Alternatively, line 3 can be an instrucspecification phase. In 2000, (151 proposed a processor evaluation, line 4 can be a separate instruction and lines 5-9 can
tion methodology to quickly estimate the performance changes
be a third instruction. Even for this simple example, there
when architectural niodifications are made. Their methodare hundreds of combinations. The second problem is that
ology considers small functions in an application and their
the creation of the extensible instruction is a time consuming
estimations are accurate within 30% compared to a whole
process (in the order of days for a single instruction), and thus
simulation. Jain (171 proposed a methodology for evaluatcreated the instruction must be in a reusable form for other
ing the register file sizes in extensible processor designs, thus
applications which might use them later. The third problem
optimizing the area and energy consumption significantly.
is selecting the correct combination of coprocessor and extenInstruction generation for extensible processors is often resible instructions (which has been identified as an NP-hard
ferred to as template generation in a compiler environment.
problem 1121). For example, let us assume that there are five
A template is an instance of a computational pattern (e.g.
sections of code which can be implemented as instructions.
a = b + 10). In [lo], the authors searched for regularity in seInstruction 1-5, take up 2000, 2500, 3000, 5000, and 10,000 quential, parallel and combined sequential/parallel templates
gates respectively. If an area constraint of 8000 were to be
in a dataflow graph. New sets of instructions were generimposed (excluding the base processor), then only a subset
ated by combining basic instructions. Kastner et al. in [18]
of the instructions can be chosen. This choice is made such
searched for an optimal cover of a set of regular templates,
that the performance is maximized. The problem is further
and then constructed an optimal set ofsequentid instructions.
complicated with the availability of coprocessors. The final
Zhao et al. in [25] used static resource models to explore posand the fourth problem is that simulating the performance of
sible new instructions that can be added to the data path to
a configurable extensible processor with an application using
enhance performance.
Instruction Set Simulator (ISS) to evaluate several configuraThe overall design flow for extensible processors involves a
tions is a time consuming process.
combination of instruction generation and design space exploration tools. In 1191, Kathail et al. proposed a design flow
Contributions
for a VLIW processor, which consists of a selection of nonThe contributions of our work include:
programmable hardware accelerators (NPA), design space ex1. A fitting function is introduced which identifies sections ploration of implementing different combinations of NPAs,
of code segments (within an application), which are suit- and evaluation of the designs. An NPA is a coprocessor for
able for translation to instructions within the processor. functions expressed as compute-intensive nested loops in C .
Similarly, Lee et al. in [ZZ] proposed a design flow with instruc2. We have implemented a two-stage approach to first se- tion encoding, complex instruction generation, and a heuristic
lect a predefined processor, and then to select the right design space exploration approach. Instruction encoding eninstruction set for this extensible processor. We have ables trade-offs between the size of opcodes and operand(s).
furthermore developed cost functions and heuristic al- A complex instruction is an instruction with more than one
gorithms to guide the selection process.
basic, frequently occurring, operation. Their design flow first
3. We introduce a set of pre-configured processors (from takes an application program and basic Instruction-Set (IS)
which one is chosen for final implementation) and a pre- as inputs. Then they convert the code into assembly code.
designed library of extensible instruction to prune the Based on the resource and the timing information of the basic
design space of the extensible processor. The instruction IS and application program, complex instruction patterns are
library also allows reusability of instructions across a p generated and are placed in a library. Then they select a set of
complete instructions for an extensible processor. Finally, in
plication domains.
1231 the design flow consists of generating instructions auto4. A performance estimator has been implemented to esmatically, inserting instructions, and performing a heuristic
timate an application's performance instead of running design space exploration. Automatic instruction generation
each configuration repeatedly through a n instruction set locates the regular templates derived from program depensimulator and thus minimizing the evaluation time.
dence graphs, and implements the most suitable ones as exThis is the first system of its kind that achieves high speed- tensible instructions, enhancing performance of the applicaups a t reasonable costs without extensive (time consuming) tion program. Their design flow takes an application, which is
design space explorations.
profiled, and from the output a program dependence graph is
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created. Blocks within the graph are ranked, and the highest
ranking blocks are implemented as instructions.

4. THE INSIDE SYSTEM
The INSIDE design flow for generating extensible processors involves an all over of 11 individual steps (see Fig. 2). The
input t o t,he INSIDE system consists of an application written in CfC++, a set of pre-configurcd processors, a library
of extensible instructions, and area/performance constraints.
First, the application is compiled and is profiled on each of
the pre-configured processors'. During the profiling phase,
we obtain for each of the pre-configured processors, characteristics and information for all functions/subroutines' within
the qpplication. The design How consists of four major phases
(our contributions are highlighted in grey): I) a heuristic algorithm (Part I) for selecting a pre-configured processor from
the set of pre-confignrcd proceSSOr5 (steps 2-3 in Fig. 2 ) , which
is described i n section 4.1; 11) a methodology for identifying
code segments which are implementable as inst.ructions, and
designing them as extensible instructions (steps 4-8), which
is described in section 4.2; 111) a heuristic algorithm (Part 11)
for selecting a set of extensible instructions to be implemented
on t,he selected pre-configured processor (s?eps 9-10), which
is described in section 4.3; and IV) performance estimation of
an application on the designed extensible processor (step l l ) ,
which is described in section 4.4. This section describes these
four phases of the INSIDE system in detail and concludes
with a summary of the overall design flow.
One of the main ideas behind INSIDE is the hierarchical
approach of designing an extensible processor by a) first limiting the design space through selection of a pre-configured
processor core and b) by selecting an appropriate set of extensible instructions on that specific processor. This approach
allows to efficiently search the design space whiIe allowing for
designer's input. The pseudo code is shown in Fig. 3. Details
will be explained in the following sections.

4.1 Selecting a pre-configured processor
Our library currently consists of three P I , P2, and PS preconfigured processors that are proven to cover a wide range of
applicat,ion characteristics. The characteristics are shown in
Table 1. P J is the base processor with a DSP engine. P2 has a
Hoating point unit and the base processor, and P3 is the base
processor alone. (more processors might be pre-configured,
but these three have been chosen to exemplify our methodology). 'Through simulation and profile information (step 1
of Fig. 2), we obtain the total cycle-count as well as information of critical functions within the application. Then, the
"effectiveness" EP, of the processor i for a certain application
is reviewed hy considering the total cycle-count (CC), clock
period (ClkPD), and the area of each extensible processor as
follows:
1
EPt =
(1)
CC, x Clk-PD, x Area-Proc,

Figure 2: INSIDE'S design flow for a u t o m a t i c a l l y
g e n e r a t i n g extensible processor (Double s q u a r e box:
commercial tools; G r a y box: our contributions)

Heuristic Algorithm {
For ( 1 t o n extensible processor) { (Part I)
EP, = cc ~ C l k . P D , x A r c o . P ~ o c , ~

%.*XSn.,nrt

PSARll.

This function is inversely proportional to the area delay product and we rank the processor with the highest performanceper-area ratio in order t o apply the heuristic algorithm (Part
1).
'Note, that this step implies that the set of pre-configured
processors will have a t least one that addresses the constraints/characteristics of a specific application reasonably
well. This first step is a major designer's input that allows
the designer to provide the system with domain-specific architectural features without fixing the processor core.
'Granularity may vary:

,

>

Select the processor with the highest value of E P
For all extensible instructions in the instruction library { (Part 11)

I

li

= arco.instj
XtoT(~otLnf",.~r*.~o,);

For (the highest PSAR to the lowest PSAR) {
If (Area-Remain > Area-lnst,) {
Select I n s t j ;
Area-Remain = AreoConstraint Aren.Instj;

-

F i g u r e 3 Pseudo code of the heuristic a l g o r i t h m
(Parts I & 11) for selecting pre-configured processor
and extensible i n s t r u c t i o n s
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4.2 Identifying SW code segments to convert
to instructions
Identifying code segments and implementing extensible instructions from an application program are traditionally based
on designers' experience. The purpose of our methodology is
to identify code segments within a program function that are
amenable to implement into an extensible instruction. The input of our methodology is a list of the critical functions that
are obtained from profiling . A critical function is a function
that contributes more than 8% of the total execution time (in
our case, R is 5). The identification consists of five points:
i) Exhaustively searching a list of critical code segments as
part of critical functions (step 4 in Fig. 2);
ii) Identifying and ranking the list of critical code segments
using a fitting function (step 5);
iii) Checking whether an equivalent implementation is part of
our extensible instruction library (step 6);
iv) If there is not an equivalent instruction to the code segment in the library, then implement the code segment as an
extensible instruction and characterize the instruction using
the Xtensa development tools from Tensilica Inc. (71 and Design Compiler from Synopsys Inc. [3] with associated scripts
(steps 7a - 7d);
v) If there is an equivalent instruction that matches the code
segment, then move down to the next item in the list of code
segments (step 8). Note that the code segment matching
against the instructions in the library is presently performed
manually. The methodology outputs a set of extensible instruction with its area, latency and speedup. The created
extensible instructions are added to the extensible instruction library for reuse and can be selected in the later phase
of the design flow.

Fitting Function
The fitting function evaluates suitable code segments that can
be implemented as extensible instructions. The fitting function broadly indicates speedup 1 mea ratio of an instruction.
The input is a list of critical functions (by profiling). Within
the critical functions, all possible code segments (only consecutive statements are allowed) are exhaustively searched and
ranked using this fitting function. This fitting function could
lead to more than one suitable extensible instruction for a
single code segment. Multiple instructions for the same code
segment gives additional freedom for selection in latter stage
of the design flow.
This fitting function is derived from studying manually performed extensible processor designs. The fitting function of
CodeSegment, is defined as:
CodeSegment, = FLI, x

-x T 0 , x B O .

[%l

where
FU, = the frequency of use of a code segment x;
NO, = the number of operands in a code segment x;
TO, = the percentage of integer (short) type operands in all
the operands (char would be considered an integer);
BO, = the percentage of bit operations in all the operations;
cy is the ideal number of operands in the code segment (in our
case, the number of operands is less than or equal to 2 inputs
and 1 output).
The frequency of use, FU,, indicates how often a code segment is executed in the application. FU, is obtained from the
execution traces of the application program. Moving these
segments to extensible instructions are likely to have great
impact upon the speed of the program.

static irit fmult(int an, int s m ) {
short anmag, anexp, anmant, wanexp, wanmant, retval;
anmag = (an > 0 ) 7 an : ((-an) & OxlFFFF);
anexp = quan(anmag, power2, 15) - 6;
anmant = (anmas == 0) ? 32 :
(anexp >= 0) ? anmag >> 8"exp :
anmag << -anexp;
wanexp = anexp
((sm >> 6) & OxF) - 13;
wanmant = (anmant Y (srn & 077) 0x30) >> 4;

+

+

retval = (w.uexp >= 0 ) ? ((wanman
(wanmant >> -wanexp);
return (((sn A ..") < 0 ) ? -retuai :

<<

won ex^) & Ox7FFF)

:

)
static int q"an(int "*I)

(

static short tableps] = (1. 2, 4, 8, 0x10, 0 x 2 ~ 0x40.
.
oxso,
oxino, n m o . 0x400, OX^, oxiooo. oX200o, ox40no)
for (int i = 0; i < 15; i++)
if (val < tablep])
break;
return (i);

)

Figure 4: E x a m p l e Code for F i t t i n g Function
If the number of operands to be implemented as an instruction has just three or less operands (less than or equal to two
source and one destination operand), then it is an instruction
which can be implemented fairly easily, as processors typically have 2 source busses and one destination bus going to
the ALU. When the number of operands are more than the
above, then multiple cycles are needed to ferry the operands
to the newly created functional unit increasing the latency of
the operation. This is reflected as N O , in the cost function.
The amount of bit operations in a segment, favors its implementation in hardware, since such an instruction requires
a small cycle count and has high performance gain on the application program. The amount of bit operations in asegment
is reflected in the cost function as BO,.
Finally, the type of operands, TO., in an instruction relates to the type of register file and the manipulation of the
operands. If the type of operands is different, then the p m
cessor needs extra registers or even custom designed registers.
These registers increase the area of an extensible instruction.
If the manipulation of the operands is needed, then the latency of the instruction increases as well. The increase in
latency and area is reflected as TO, in the cost function. By
including these four factors (FU,, NO,, BO, and TO,) in
the fitting function, the fitting function relates to the speedup
1 area ratio of an extensible instruction for a code segment.
In the result section, Fig. 7 shows how well the fitting function indicates the speedup/area ratio of the instructions, for
a variety of code segments.
Fig. 4 gives an example of how the fitting function is used.
The example consists of two segments: Jmult and p a n where
Jmult is use up 22% of the execution time, The number of
operands of this function Is 3 (namely an, sm. The opera
tion types in the function are mostly bit operations (i.e. and,
left shift, right shift etc.), so BO,,,lt
= 0.8. The types of
operands are integers and therefore TOfmujt= 1. Thus the
value of the fitting function 0.176 whereas yuanwill yield 0.28
indicating that there is a higher benefit in yuan rather than
Jmult. As shown later in Table 2, the extensible instruction,
QUAN, has better area, speedup, and latency than the extensible instruction, FMULT.

4.3 Selecting a set of extensible instructions
The selection of an extensible instruction is based on the
area (Area-Inst) to speed-up ratio which is clock-cycle based
( S p J n s t ) , latency (maximum clock period of all extensible
instructions and the pre-configured coprocessor), and percentage of total cycle-count ( W j k ) for the function in the appli-
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cation under consideration for the pre-configured processor
I;. We define the potmt.ial speedup/area ratio, PSAR,k, of
extcnsible instruction j in extensible processor k as:
%,
xisp.1nstjr
(2)
PSAR1k
= A r e d n s t j x hJas(La,tency,, Glk-Pdi,)
PSA& indicates the performance gain per area of an application when the extensible instruction is implemented. The
ratio is used to rank the instructions in order from the most
performance gain per area to the least. In addition, our equation takes into account the latency of the instruction which is
critical to the real performance of the application.

(potential speed aIea ratio) and A E . Finally we perform an
estimation, ETE, to check on the performance of the created extensible processor. Fig. 5 gives the overall design flow
algorithm of the INSIDE system.
Overall INSlDE Algorithm()

{

\* Compile, simulate a n d protlle t h e application * \
Cornpile tile applicatian program;
Simulate the application prograin using ISS;
Profile the application program (a list of critical functions, cf.);

\*

Selecting B pre-configured P ~ O E B B S O *\
~
For ( i = 1 to pre-configured processor) { (Step 2)
E & = cc x
. ' x ?IO. r O E , ;
AEi = A ~ e ! a a h % ! ~ P ;
1
For (i = 1 to w pre-configured processar) [ (Step 3)
If (AE, < Area-Conataint)
Select proce~soiwiLh the highest value of EP;
2 1

4.4 Performance and Area Estimation
After a pre-configured processor with coprocessor and a set
of extensible instructions are selected, we perform an estimation of ezecutaon time (step 11 of Fig. 2). The first part of
the equation 3 calculates the cycle-count of an application
program running on the proposed extensible processor, then
the cycle count is multiplied by the maximum latency. Maximum latency is the maximum clock period value of all the
extensible instructions and the pre-configured processor that
have been selected. The execution time estimation, ETEj,,
for an extensible processor k with a set of selected extensible
instruction (from 1 to i ) is defined as:

I
\*

Identifying code segment *\
For (i = 1 to x critical functions, cf,) {
Search exhaustively for all code segments, step 4)
For (i = 1 to y code segment, cs; , in function I ) { (step 5)
CodeSegment, = € U , x
t
x TOj x B O j ;
l-1
If (GodeSegmentj of ca.> > 3.001) {
Insert into a list of selected code segment, x s j ;

)

>

)

\* Manually checking whether

a selected
c o d e segment matches an instruction *\
For (j = 1 to z selected code segment, S C J .' { (Step 6 )
If (selected code segment, s c s j , is not'; library) {
Manually create code segment into instruCtion; (step 7a)
Characterize the instruction; (steps 7b7c)
Insert the extensible into the library; (step 7d)
1 Else t
Continue search; (step 8 )

.,

where CC, is the original total cycle-count of an application
running on an extensible processor k.
The area estimation used in the selec.tion of pre-configured
processor and extensible instructions, is defined as:

AE,x = Areaa,,,

+

+

Areacepv

Areainat

}

(4)

F

\* Selocting s set of extensible instruction *\
in instruction library { (step 9)
F~~ extensible inBtrUCtiOnS

where, are as,^, is the number of gates used by the base processor, Area,,,, is the additional gates incurred by the selected comocessor and Area,,,,. ~is. the number of gates that
the selected instruction occupy. The first two terms of the
equation 4 are estimated using the Xtensa generator 171 and
the final term is estimated using the Design Compiler from
Synopsys, Inc. (31. Since the busses are not changed significantly by the addition of coprocessors, the gate count still
aives a m o d indication of the area. The custom recister files
and any-extra tristates inserted for increased bus lengths are
reflected by the last term.

PSARiI. =
; -

%.XxSpL"at

b r If(j (Ale=-Remain
= the highest PSAR to the lowest PSAR) [ (step 10)
> Areo.lns1,) (
Select rnst,;
A E j i = Arenan,,,
+ C Area,,,,, +C Areoi,,,,;
Area-Remain = AreaCanstraznt AE,t;

-

4.5 Overall Design Flow Algorithm
The overall algorithm brings together the various steps in
the INSlDE system. We first compile, simulate and profile
the application program to ohtain a list of critical functions,
cf. Then we calculate the cost functions for area and speed
area ratio, A E and E P , of each pre-configured processor. We
then select a processor with the highest value of E P , with AE
being less than the area constraint. From the list of critical
functions, we exhaustively search all po=ible combinations
of code segments which are consecutive lines of code. We
rank the "code segments" according to our fitting function,
CodeSegment. We select code segments with a CodeSegment
value greater than 0.001. Then, if any of the "selected code
segment", scs, do not exist in the instruction library, we create
the instruction manually and then add it to the extensible instruction library. We continue to implement instructions until
all the selected code segments are available in the library. After this we run the Instruction selection algorithm to select
a set of extensible instructions using cost functions, P S A R

Figure 5: Overall a l g o r i t h m of the INSIDE s y s t e m

5.

EXPERIMENTS & RESULTS

We have set up our design flow described in the previous
section using tools and scripts to design extensible processors
for a set of applications. The target extensible processor used
in OUT experiments is t h e Xtensa processor from Tensilica,
Inc. Two libraries have also been created: a pre-configured
processor library and a library of pre-designed extensible instructions, which stores a set of pre-configured processors and
all the extensible instructions generated through our methodology respectively. Thwe experiments were conducted on a
Sun UltraSPARClO running at 440MHz with 1Gb of RAM.,
We have pre-configured three extensible processors in the'
first library, namely PI, P2, and P3. These processors are
configured from the T1040.0 version of the Xtensa processor
in 0.18~
technology. Pre-configured processor PI hais aVectra
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Prcconfigured Processor
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Figure 6 : A benchmark’s d e s i g n space.

T a b l e 2: E x t e n s i b l e I n s t r u c t i o n s L i b r a r y
DSP engine, P2 has a floating point unit, and P 3 is the base
processor with no additional coprocessor. All processors are
set up with direct mapped 1KB instruction and data caches,
128-bit wide system bus and a generic register file with 64
32-bit registers. Table 1 shows the parameters of these preconfigured processors. The instruction library contains 26
specific instructions in total. Table 2 shows the information
available to the designer from the extensible instruction library. The first column is the extensible instruction name.
T h e second column lists the application name that uses the
extensible instruction. The applications in bold shows from
which of the applications the instruction was derived. The
next five columns indicates the area, the speedup of the specified instruction when associated with processor Pf, P2, P3,
and latency of the instruction respectively. The last column
is the fitting function’s value of the corresponding code segment,. Please note that the fitting function is only comparable within the application from which the instruction was
derived. While the cost functions of GSMS and CAL.1 are
directly comparable, GSMS and DC3 are not.
We performed experiments on seven multimedia benchmarks
that were obtained from [ll,211. These are adpcm encoder,
g721 encoder, g721 decoder, gsm encoder, gsm decoder, mpeg2
decoder, voice recognition encoder. For verification purposes,
we simulated all the possible combinations of extensible processors with configurable coprocessors and instructions on
each benchmark, so that the entire design space (including
the Pareto points) of each benchmark is obtained. In addition, we started with a tight area constraint and relaxed the
area constraint during our experiments in order to obtain all
the possible Pareto points in the design space.

5.1

Results

Our experiments evaluate the design Row of the INSIDE
system. We looked at: i) the efficacy of the methodology
for identifying code segments for implementation as instruc-

tions; ii) the efficiency of the heuristic algorithm (Part I) for
selecting a pre-configured processor with coprocessor; iii) the
efficiency of the heuristic algorithm for selecting a set of extensible instructions (Part 11); and iv) the accuracy of the execution time estimation. Table 3 summarizes these results. The
first column of Table 3 indicates the application name, the
second column shows the number of Pareto points obtained
using the INSIDE system. The total number of Pareto points
in the design space is shown in brackets. Column three shows
the error between the value obtained by the performance estimatox in equation 3 and the performance value obtained using
ISS. The next four columns are the optimal solution and the
original solution of an application with respect to area and
execution time. Finally, the last two columns are the exploration time of the full design space using simulation and our
INSIDE system respectively.
The design space exploration time for our design flow is on
average 2% (the comparison between the last two columns in
Table 3) of the design space exploration time using full simulation methodology. Fig. 6 shows the design space of the
voice recognition benchmark with 576 configurations and the
Pareto points walk through the design space using the INSIDE design flow. For this benchmark, the design process
takes approximately 24000 minutes (400 hours) to explore
the entire design space, whereas our design flow took only
150 minutes (2.5 hours) to obtain these Pareto points in the
design space. Column two of Table 2 shows that an extensible
instruction can be reused in mote than one application within
the same domain. This methodology eliminates repeated effort in the creation of extensible instruction in our INSIDE
system. The result clearly indicates that the INSIDE system
shortens the design turn-around-time of extensible processor.
To evaluate the effectiveness of,the fitting function of the
code segment, we included the cost function value of the code
segment in the last column of Table 2. Fig. 7 shows a relationship between the speedlarea ratio of the instruction and
the fitting function in four different benchmarks. Note that
the cost function’s value for different code segments should
only be compared within a benchmark. The benchmarks under consideration improved in performance by up to 7x (on
average 2 . 0 3 ~ (the
)
comparison of execution time between our
best solution (column 5 in Table 3) and the original solution
(column 7) due to the inclusion of coprocessor and extensible instructions. The hardware overhead was 25% on average(compare the area from column 4 and column 6 respectively). The result shows that the methodology for identifying
instructions indicates useful instructions to extract from an
application program.
The second column from Table 3, shows that the number
of Pareto points obtained using the INSIDE system. The
total number of Pareto points in the design space is shown in
brackets, The heuristic algorithm (Part I & I1 - for selecting
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T a b l e 3: E x p e r i m e n t a l r e s u l t s
heuristic algorithm was able to locate on average 83% of all
Pareto points from the entire design space in all benchmarks.
The execution time estimation for the proposed extensible
processor is on average within 5% of results obtained with an
ISS, and is generated in typically less than a second. Finally,
the application program execution time is reduced by up t o
7x (on average 2.03x), with an average area overhead of 25%
on the benchmarks.
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